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Abstract— Inquiry-based learning and peer-teaching are two teaching and learning approaches best applicable in higher educational contexts. Considering benefits of each approach in learning, a study was conducted to determine how to design peer-teaching activities to promote inquiry-based learning. Data were collected from a group of instructional designers, a sample group of students in an online learning environment prepared for a distance learning programme and from the learning management system of the online learning environment. The findings of the study were used to improve sets of design principles that were followed to design the peer-teaching activity. In addition, sets of design guidelines were also prepared for easy application of the design principles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Peer-teaching and inquiry-based learning are two learning approaches practised often in higher educational contexts. Peer-teaching has long been well accepted as it provides an opportunity for learners to learn twice by teaching others (e.g. [1], [2] and [3]). Peer-teaching enables learners to support each other by teaching what they know and learning from others what they do not know. Inquiry-based learning (IBL) on the other hand is a question driven approach for learning [4]. It enables students to learn by asking questions and finding answers.

Often problems raised by students at discussions are authentic in the sense that they are not only relevant to the course content and the subject under discussion but also are aimed at solving issues they come across while studying the subject content. Students can answer questions further by teaching and providing information required to envisage peers’ understanding of the relevant subject matter. This implies that inquiry-based learning environments practising peer-teaching activities can provide a greater opportunity for students to learn from each other and enhance their learning. This kind of learning encourages critical thinking and reflection and it can bring about deep and meaningful learning [5], [6].

However, in order to make inquiry process progress smoothly and support deep and meaningful learning, the online course components in particular discussion environments must be designed in such a way that tasks are engaging and cognitively demanding [7] and enable students to play active roles of both facilitator and learner. This requirement necessitates the study of how to design online courses for encouraging peer-teaching and inquiry-based learning specifically focusing on learner interactions because interactions can enable learners to develop their problem solving skills [8].

Researchers who investigated how to design inquiry-based learning activities have emphasized the importance of the role of online teachers or automated system functionalities for directing and leading discussions (e.g. [9] and [10]). Notwithstanding, Anderson in his theory of online learning reports that deep and meaningful learning can take place even if teacher interactions are not available in online course environments, but when student-student and student-content interactions are kept at very high levels [11]. In order to encourage more student-student and student-content interactions, online courses should be designed with appropriate instructional design methodology. According to Garrison and Cleveland-Innes [5], course design is a factor that can significantly impact on students’ interactions and determine whether students can approach learning in a deep and meaningful way.

A previous study in a virtual learning environment revealed that its students could support each other in solving their problems and even teach small sections of lessons that seemed difficult to their peers [12]. The students could engage in deep and meaningful learning even though teachers were not present in the discussions. Based on the findings of the study, the authors supposed that the course design might be a factor leading the students to actively participate in the inquiry-based discussions. Considering this supposition and the students’ tendency to participate in peer-teaching activities, we were motivated to further investigate what course components and their design features can stimulate inquiry-based learning and what instructions can support students to engage in a peer-teaching activity in order to promote inquiry-based learning in the same virtual learning environment (BIT VLE).

The BIT VLE was a customised version of Moodle learning management system. It was prepared by the University of
Colombo School of Computing (UCSC), Sri Lanka to deliver its online courses of the Bachelor of Information Technology (BIT) degree programme. The study was conducted using the 1st semester courses of the BIT programme. There were four courses: Information Systems and Technology (C1), Computer Systems (C2), Personal Computer Applications (C3), and Internet and World Wide Web (C4). The online courses were designed by a team of instructional designers at the e-Learning Centre of the UCSC. The course consisted of interactive learning content, student manuals in PDF format, discussion forums, activities, quizzes and assignments with automatic feedback. The discussion forums provided an opportunity for the students to discuss their concerns in particular to get their problems solved out by discussing with peers. A facilitator was there to assist students in the forums.

However, the UCSC found it difficult to support their students efficiently and cope with their increasing online student numbers. In order to mitigate the issue, in the following year, the UCSC assigned one facilitator for each course. However, as in other online courses with large number of students (e.g. [12]) the facilitators endured deficiency of time to provide responses to each student in their courses. As a solution, the UCSC and the others who encountered the similar issues were interested in introducing more and more student directed discussions providing students more opportunities to interact with each other and find solutions to course related problems by themselves [14], [15].

A. Research Questions

In order to encourage students to find solutions to their problems by themselves and engage in inquiry-based learning in an online course environment, its components and instructions should be designed with appropriate instructional design methodology. For this purpose instructional designers should know

1) What course components and their design features can stimulate inquiry learning?

Simply designing the course components may not be enough for active participation to take place in the inquiry process. Students should be provided with appropriate instructions to engage in peer teaching and inquiry learning. This consideration raises one more question;

2) What kind of instructions should be given to the students to engage in peer-teaching?

The paper attempts to answer the above questions by analysing a set of online discussions and content access records of the four online courses in the BIT VLE. In addition, since online learner behaviours can be influenced by individual students’ learning characteristics and attitudes [16], a sample group of students’ learning characteristics, experience, and attitudes towards peer teaching and inquiry learning were gathered and analysed. The students’ learning characteristics, experience and attitudes were gathered at an online workshop where students participated in designing a peer teaching and inquiry-learning activity. The peer teaching and inquiry learning activity was designed based on the theoretical perspectives of socio-constructivism [17] and student-centred learning [18].

B. Design Principles

The design of the activity was basically inspired by two design principles that Kali, Levin-Peled, and Dori [19] used in a study of promoting collaborative learning in a higher-educational context. The principles were as follows: (a) engage learners in instruction of their peers and (b) reuse student artefacts as resources for further learning. The principles were inspired by the theoretical perspectives of socio-constructivist learning. Even though the two principles can lead to design a peer-teaching activity, they do not specifically aim at guiding the design of inquiry-based learning (IBL). Therefore, we reformulated another set of design principles which was originally listed as a set of issues that instructional designers had to handle when practicing IBL and designing for self-regulated and learner-centred learning (see [9]). The list contained five issues which could be tackled by tools or students engaging in IBL and peer-teaching as follows.

1) Visual representation of the inquiry process: The inquiry process can be presented in a diagram and explained to the students how they should engage in the inquiry process.

2) Motivating learners with the right question: We can provide instructions to encourage brainstorming and start with a familiar topic and move into an ill-structured question which often can have multiple solutions and can be solved in different ways.

3) Engaging learners in various learning activities: If we can identify the activities students usually accomplish while engaging in the inquiry process, then we can support them to get their activities done efficiently and to enjoy inquiry-based learning.

4) Guiding the inquiry process with various scaffolds that students can use in different phases of the inquiry process, and

5) Maximising learning by coordinating resources, tools, and community of inquiry: We have to identify and make available the requirements to engage in inquiry-based learning. The students may tend to use the easy accessible resources and technology to interact with peers and develop a community of inquiry.

C. Community of Inquiry

A community of learners engaging in inquiry-based learning is referred to as a “community of inquiry”. Understanding of learning processes in a learning environment can help to improve the teaching and learning processes in that environment [20]. In order to determine learning processes in an online community of inquiry we can analyse the discussion content using the Community of Inquiry (CoI) model which is widely used and continuously improved [21]. The model supports to identify social, cognitive, teaching, and metacognitive presences in online discussions. Social presence
represents learners’ ability of projecting their personal characteristics in online discussion environment and presenting themselves to peers as “real people” [22]. Cognitive presence describes “the extent to which learners are able to construct and confirm meaning through sustained discourse” [23, p.1]. In a CoI, the teacher’s role can be played even by students and their teaching activities are identified as teaching presence. Metacognition in a CoI is defined as the motivation for learning and the knowledge and skills required for monitoring and regulating cognitive processes of self and others [24].

Cognitive component is the key construct of the CoI model and it is based on the practical inquiry process (Fig. 1) of John Dewey [25], [22]. In accordance with the four phases of the practical inquiry process, the cognitive presence construct of the CoI model consists of four categories: triggering event, exploration, integration and resolution (see Appendix).

The CoI model has proven to be useful in analysing online discussion content in order to study student learning processes during discussions (e.g. [26], [27] and [28]). Having noticed its usefulness, we adapted the model to make it more suitable to analyse discussion content in our online courses. The adapted model was evaluated and the negotiated inter-rater reliability values of the model ranged from 0.9600–1.0000 with Holsti’s co-efficient, and 0.8818–1.0000 with Cohen’s kappa, for discussions in the BIT courses [29]. The findings of the discussion content analysis were further analysed along with the course content access records in the learning management system to understand the student-content interactions during each phase of the inquiry process.

Step 1: The study was initiated by collecting data via observation and conducting interviews with six instructional designers at the e-learning Centre of the University of Colombo School of Computing (UCSC). The analysis of data necessitated the requirement of proper guidelines to design inquiry-based learning activities using discussion forums. Next, a random sample of 20 discussion threads from each of the four courses was selected and analysed using an adapted CoI model [29]. The findings of the discussion content analysis were further analysed along with the course content access records in the learning management system to understand the student-content interactions during each phase of the inquiry process.

Step 2: Based on the results of the analysis in Step 1, a set of questions were prepared to gather student learning experiences and attitudes towards inquiry learning and peer-teaching. The questions were posed to a sample group of students in a design workshop. The workshop was conducted online and it consisted of three meetings that were held in three consecutive weeks (see Fig. 3). At each meeting the students had a debriefing session and a focus group interview. The students for the workshop were invited by posting an open invitation linked to the BIT VLE. The students who expressed willingness to participate in the online workshop were invited for online meetings.

The pre-prepared questions were presented and answered by the students in a focus group interview at the 1st meeting. The students were instructed to engage in inquiry-based learning in the online courses during the week before the next meeting. Instructions were provided referring to [29]. At the 2nd meeting, the students’ learning experiences and attitudes towards inquiry learning were collected.
Subsequently, the students were instructed to select a subject and teach it to other students via questions and answers. The students engaged in this activity during the week before the 3rd meeting.

**Step 3:** The 3rd meeting was held one week after the 2nd meeting. The students’ satisfaction and perceived learning were evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the peer-teaching activity. Students’ satisfaction was inquired by questions such as ‘how do you feel about this online activity’, ‘were you happy to receive instructions from peers’, and ‘was it easier to get your problems solved by asking questions from the peers than from the facilitator. The students’ perceived learning was determined by questions related to learning. For example we asked, ‘were you able to learn something new’, ‘did you find the information that you were looking for’, and ‘were you able to achieve your learning objectives’.

**Step 4:** Based on the findings of the study, a set of design principles used to design the inquiry activity was improved. Further, for their easy application, a set of guidelines was also prepared. Implications from the findings of the present study and the contemporary research in web-based and multimedia learning design were explored to identify the design guidelines that could be recommended for instructional designers designing peer-teaching and inquiry learning activities.

**B. Workshop Participants**

The number of students participating in the three meetings were as follows; 13, 8 and 10. Eight students participated in all the meetings. The two students who did not participate in the 2nd meeting provided useful information at the 1st and the 3rd meetings.

Considering students’ contributions at the workshops, data gathered from 10 students were analysed to answer the questions of this paper. The students belonged to the age group of 17 to 42 years of which the majority was within 17 and 24 years. The students accessed the VLE from different parts of the country. Out of the 10 students 4 students were employed. Two students - one employed and one unemployed - had decided to carry out their studies mainly using the VLE and without attending any private tuition class. One student participated in the online workshop from an e-cafe and the other students had their own wired or wireless connections to the Internet.

**III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

Data were analysed to identify what course components and their design features could stimulate inquiry-based learning (stimulators) and determine what kind of instructions should be given to the students to engage in peer-teaching.

**A. Stimulators for Inquiry Learning**

The findings of the analysis of course content access records along with the online discussions show indications of student accesses to content outside the VLE (see Graph 1). Especially, during the exploration and the integration phases, the students referred to the content in the internet or books and articles that were not available in the VLE. During the resolution phase, while the students in C4 referred only to the content external to the VLE, the students in C1 and C2 referred only to the content in the VLE. These access patterns pertained to the nature of the subject discipline of each course. The findings suggest that in order to motivate inquiry learning, online courses in particular C4 should provide a list of links to external learning resources and related reference materials which can be downloaded by the students. Further, going in line with our design principle, ‘reuse student artefacts as resources’ to design peer-teaching activity, the students said that they would like to study the discussions of students in previous batches and the resources that these students referred to in discussing problems.

In order to find what course components can stimulate inquiries (triggering events) and what can support solving problems (exploration, integration and resolution) two other graphs were prepared (Graph 2 and 3). The graphs show that the students had different access patterns when they studied in different courses.

According to Graph2, the students in C1 and C4 attempted
practice quizzes more before posting questions (triggering event). In contrast, students in C2 referred to the student manual which was a PDF material before starting inquiries or providing solutions (see Graph 2 and 3). Comparatively, the students in C3 accessed the interactive lessons more for finding solutions to their problems or before posting questions in the discussion forums.

The findings suggest that in order to encourage more inquiries, quizzes in C1 and C4 should include some more challenging questions. Also, student manuals in C2, and interactive lessons in C3 should be improved with some more activities that can lead to forum discussions. The findings of the workshop affirm these suggestions. In addition, the findings of the workshop also signify that students prefer to study online more if learning content is designed with multimedia and online learning (e.g. [30], and [31]). This finding is in line with the contemporary research on multimedia and online learning (e.g. [30], and [31]).

Furthermore, the findings of the workshop brought about the following suggestions.

1) Add online course welcome videos - Welcome videos will introduce course environments to new students and will establish a sense of teacher presence. This will help to increase students’ satisfaction towards the online courses since students like to see their teachers’ faces and listen to their voices (e.g. [32] and [33]). Through a welcome video we can provide information related to a course as well as how students can regulate their own learning during the course period. In an experiment, Shen, Lee and Tsai [34], found that online students could perform better if they had received instructions in self-regulated learning before they start learning. Therefore, we believe that our suggestion to add a welcome video having information related to self-regulated learning would assist distance learners to perform better in inquiry learning where there is poor or no teacher support.

2) Improve the course components such as quizzes, student manuals and interactive lessons that can promote inquiry learning by adding more challenging questions and exercises without immediate feedback but with instructions to discuss the answers in discussion forums. Since learning is a constructive process, in order to support student learning, lesson content along with activities, quizzes, and assignments should be aligned with the course outcomes and objectives [35], [36].

3) Design a student common room - The findings of the workshop revealed that our students had a difficulty in finding or grasping the information that were provided in different media: in an introductory CD, and in the www.bit.lk web site, or in a student hand book. As a solution, the students suggested to have a separate environment in the VLE to discuss all common issues related to the four courses in the Semester. We named this environment as ‘Students’ Common Room’ (SCR). It is a semester-level common room that can include a set of pre-course activities which students should complete before starting the respective courses in the semester. This will help to build trust and rapport among the students in the online learning environment which indeed will lead to create an online learning community [37].

4) Add pre-course activities - The findings of the present study informed that a set of pre-course activities should be designed to make students aware of course components available in the online courses, how to customise settings, how to connect with other students, tools and facilities available in the online discussion environments, the inquiry process and how to use a discussion environment. These activities can be added to the SCR. Pre-course activities are supportive for creating online learning communities [38] and as Arbaugh et al. [39] perceive, providing of pre-course activities (designing and organizing discussion environment) is one of the main roles of a teacher in a community of Inquiry. Similar findings pointing at the importance of providing introductory information and activities in inquiry-based learning have also been reported within research on mobile learning, for instance [40], [41] and [42]. Furthermore, the students noted that they would like to have online workshops with a facilitator or a mentor at the very beginning of the semester in order to solve current problems and overcome inhibitions related to active participation in online discussions. This reporting is affirmed by the findings of the present workshop since during the workshop we found that students’ participation in the discussions was on a rapid increase. In order to attract more students to online courses and provide necessary information we presume that online meetings should also be conducted at the SCR. However, the information specific to individual courses needs to be provided via the welcome videos.

5) Create forums for sharing and inquiries - According to our students, there should be two separate forums –one for sharing information and the other one for inquiries – for
each lesson in a course. This will help to organize as well as to minimize the number of threads in a forum. This suggestion is supported by [43] who stated that organizing discussion space is a critical success factor for online interaction and learning.

6) Add search facility - Our students suggested that online courses should provide them a search facility to find course content quickly and easily. This needs to be introduced through learning system enhancements. A search facility would help the self-regulated learners to access quality learning content quickly and as a result students will be able to study online more efficiently. It implies that not only the components of the online course but also the facilities provided via its learning management system should be enhanced to provide a better online learning experience for students. Also, learning management system enhancements can positively influence students’ satisfaction [44]. Besides, according to Snyder [37] easy accessibility of information in online learning environments can support for creating online learning communities for adult learners.

7) Improve the messaging interface - The students suggested to improve the forum interface with some additional components as shown in Fig. 4. The toolbar available in the existing interface for posting or editing messages in forum threads does not include a help button. Presently, guides to use the toolbar buttons are provided along with the other instructions and they are linked to a help icon on top of the toolbar and the message text area. It was found that the students did not go through these help instructions before attempting to post a message. Therefore at the workshop the students were asked to go through the help instructions. However, even after seeing the help instructions, the students noted that the instructions were not clear and the help was not user friendly. Also, according to our students, some of the BIT students did not know how to use the tools on the toolbar and they were afraid of trying the tools for the first time. Therefore, we decided to add a help button to the toolbar of the messaging interface and link an interactive help or guide to use the messaging interface and the toolbar.

8) In addition, the students noted that the toolbar does not support for adding auto generated messages quickly. The students suggested providing a combo box with lines of text enabling them to insert pre-formulated strings of text to the message text area. A list may include phrases or sentences such as, “Thank you.”, “Sorry.”, “I’ll start exploring the relevant content.”, “I’ll try this and reply.” and “Good work!” (see Fig. 4).

B. Activity Instructions

At the workshop, necessary instructions to facilitate discussions and information related to inquiry learning were provided referring to [29]. The provided instructions were as follows.

1) Select a section of a topic out of the lesson sections that should be covered according to the schedules uploaded in the online courses.

2) Start a discussion thread with a meaningful subject title and an interesting question. Provide the background information of your question.

3) Adhere to the netiquettes

4) Encourage peers to explore information related to your question

5) Acknowledge others’ inputs

6) Integrate information and encourage peers to integrate information provided by you and the others.

7) Motivate peers to judge and evaluate peers’ responses.

8) Support your peers to resolve the problem

9) Bring in examples and experience of practical applications.

10) Try to achieve learning objectives

While doing this activity the students were also asked to participate in others’ discussions as much as possible.

In the future in order to engage in peer-teaching and inquiry-learning activity, the information related to the inquiry process and how to engage in inquiry-based learning can be provided via a pre-course activity in Students’ Common Room. However, students’ willingness to be student leaders and play the role of facilitator in discussion environments can be inquired in ‘inquiries’ forum at each lesson section in an online course. Thereby, student leaders can be identified and instructions regarding the peer teaching activities; how and when to start discussions, how to facilitate peers including what they should and should not do can be provided via a private message facility in the learning management system.

C. Evaluation of instructions

In order to determine the effectiveness of the learning activity and its instructions, a set of questions were employed and the students’ satisfaction and perceived learning were measured. All the students positively replied to the questions expressing their satisfaction towards the inquiry-based learning and peer-teaching activity. Also, the students’ replies showed a
higher level of perceived learning. The students who played the role of facilitator and the others who could only participate in the discussions were very pleased with the peer-teaching and inquiry learning activity. These results are consistent with those of Rourke and Anderson [14] who reported that their students enjoyed peer teaching and learning from peer teams.

The evaluation results implied that we had designed the activity appropriately during the workshop. Therefore, the design principles that we used to design the peer-teaching activity were enhanced with the implications of findings in the workshop.

D. Improved Design principles and Guidelines

There were two general principles that we used to design our peer-teaching activity. They were ‘engage learners in instruction of their peers’ and ‘reuse student artefacts as resources for further learning’. The findings with respect to the question number 1 of this study, detailed the two general principles with sets of guidelines for their easy practical application in designing peer-teaching activities as follows.

1) Engage learners in instruction of their peers – First prepare students for peer-teaching and inquiry learning and next introduce the activity. The following set of guidelines can be used to achieve these necessities.
   a. Make students aware of the inquiry process, netiquette and the discussion schedule because this information is essential for students to initiate and participate in the activity. – Supporting this idea Gagne, Wager, Golas and Keller [45] report that it is important to disseminate supportive information as prerequisites to a learning activity.
   b. Implement a strategy to select student leaders. – Some of our students were not willing to become student leaders. According to [46] voluntary leaders tend more to support peers than randomly selected leaders.
   c. Provide appropriate instructions to the student leaders. - Assign tasks and make the students aware of what they can do and what they should not do to facilitate peers; for instance they can acknowledge peer’s posts but they cannot find faults with anybody for any reason. – The instructions can be provided referring to [29] and as reported in this paper. When assigning tasks, designers should keep in mind that students prefer more control over instructional options [47].

2) Reuse student artefacts as resources for further learning – According to [48], students’ artefacts disseminated in a collaborative learning environment become parts of that environment and new students should have the opportunity to build on and further advance knowledge in the artefacts. Our students wanted to read useful discussions and reference materials of the students of their previous batches. In order to meet this requirement, the following guidelines were formulated.
   a. Select exemplary discussions of previous batches and make them accessible to students in the present batch and
   b. Select useful resources -may be on links- referred to by students in the previous batches, obtain permission from right parties to make them accessible via the course environments or provide the list of references.

Additionally, we considered the five instructional design issues reported by Lim [9]. Based on the findings of our study, the design issues were turned into a proposed set of design principles. Furthermore, for their easy applicability a set of design guidelines were created which are presented below.

3) Represent the inquiry process visually
   a. Illustrate the inquiry process – The students who participated in the workshop preferred to know about the inquiry process in an interactive short video or in an animation. In order to engage learners in a learning activity we have to find a better way of presenting, representing and visualizing the information that we need to communicate [49].
   b. Make sure it provides a clear and concise description of the inquiry process – Text and graphics can be designed adhering to the recommendations provided in [47]. Too much of information presently linked to the help icon on the messaging interface seemed to have created a tendency to ignore the message help.

4) Provide appropriate instructions to students in order to motivate their peers with the right questions – Lim [9] claimed that students should be motivated with right questions. For this purpose, we provided the student leaders instructions that were required to raise motivational questions in the discussion forums. It was done in two steps as follows;
   a. Review the inquiry process through questions and answers – Make sure whether students knew the inquiry process. - and
   b. Provide a set of sample questions that students can ask their peers at each phase of the inquiry process

5) Provide activities that usually students do when engaging in inquiry-based learning – This can help learner to remember the information as well to develop the skill of problem solving and completing concrete tasks [50]. The following set of guidelines was formulated considering the requirements of our students.
   a. Provide a set of exercises for students to practise creating, editing, and deleting messages
   b. Describe how to upload files and add pictures to their messages
   c. Make students aware of how to customize settings of the student profiles to receive forum messages to their e-mail addresses.

6) Design tools that can guide students in the inquiry process – The descriptions in the Help on the message interface seemed not supportive for the students and they suggested certain requirements that are stated in the following guidelines.
a. Design interactive guides/helps to demonstrate how to create and send messages and how to participate in inquiry-based learning—Including interactive rather than static content can motivate learners to be more active in online learning [51].

b. Provide tools to post questions that students might often use in their discussions and

c. Create drop-down lists with frequently used expressions, helps and guides to use tools and facilities available in the discussion environment—Not only the instructions but also the tools that used to prepare and send messages should be improved to enhance students’ inquiry-based learning experience.

7) Facilitate the students with resources and tools required for engaging in inquiry-based learning and build up a community of inquiry

a. Prepare the recommended text for downloading and make it suitable for offline reading—This is necessary in order to support students with poor internet connections.

b. Improve the course components such as activities, quizzes, manuals and interactive lessons that can promote inquiry learning according to the findings of the present study.

c. Add social networking facilities—Social presence is one of the three essential elements of a community of inquiry [52]. Learners in social communication platforms even have tended to use a special language form called Netspeak [53]. In order to support online discussions, in particular for net speaking, the students suggested that social networking facilities in the VLE should be improved.

d. Enhance both asynchronous and synchronous communication facilities provided via online course environments because each has its own particular advantage for learning in online learning environments [54].

We believe that the improved set of design principles and guidelines can be best applicable for designing peer-teaching activities to promote inquiry learning in online learning environments prepared for distance education programmes on information and communication technology related subjects.

IV. CONCLUSION

Peer-teaching and inquiry-based learning have long been practised as two teaching and learning approaches. The present paper discussed instructional design principles and guidelines to design a learning activity blending the two approaches and assigning teaching role to learners. This will create more opportunities for challenges, criticism, comments, suggestions, and questions for students at distance and in online learning. The students may tend to show their talents by presenting the content in different ways and this tendency may possibly motivate students to participate in online discussions. However, designers of online learning environments and other educational practitioners cannot expect all students to participate in course discussions because students have their own learning preferences and styles that are more suitable to carry on their studies. Therefore, in order to increase students’ active participation in discussions, designers cannot make discussion activities compulsory for students. However, if discussion environments are designed with appropriate instructional design principles and guidelines as the authors have discussed in this paper to welcome students, guide them how to use the environment and keep them engaged in discussions, then more and more students may possibly tend to participate in discussions. Future research studies are welcome for further investigation in affirming this reasoning.

APPENDIX

Table 1 cognitive presence coding scheme of the CoI model [29]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Socio-cognitive process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triggering event (C-TE)</td>
<td>Evocative</td>
<td>C-TE1</td>
<td>Recognizing problem</td>
<td>Presents background information that may culminate in a question or presents a problem/issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “In section 5, page 152 of the student manual says ‘solid states’... Could you please explain what it means?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “I think the statement ‘the Internet uses TCP standards in data transmission’ is correct. But in a Quiz, it is considered as incorrect. Can it be a mistake? Please explain.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core organizing concept or problem that learners can relate to from their experience or previous studies</td>
<td>C-TE2</td>
<td>Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>Questions or messages that take the discussion in a new direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Framing the issue and eliciting questions or problems that learners see or have experienced</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “Sometimes ago, I studied what ‘bit’ and ‘byte’ are. But now, I can’t remember and I am confused. Can someone explain what they are?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessing state of learners knowledge and generating unintended but constructive ideas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• “I wanted to print cell borders of a Calc worksheet. But failed. Is there anybody who has done it before?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: Cognitive Presence Coding Scheme of the CoI Model [29]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploration (C-EX)</th>
<th>Integration (C-IN)</th>
<th>Resolution/application (C-RA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-EX1 Exploration within the online community</td>
<td>C-IN2 Integration among group members</td>
<td>C-RA1 Vicarious application to real world testing solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsubstantiated agreement or disagreement/contradiction of previous ideas.</td>
<td>Reference to previous message followed by substantiated agreement or disagreement. Building on, adding to others’ ideas.</td>
<td>Providing examples of how problems were solved or evidences of successful application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I don’t agree. It is incorrect.”</td>
<td>“I don’t agree with you because…”</td>
<td>“How I printed a Calc worksheet with cell borders was…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I agree with you.”</td>
<td>“I agree because…”</td>
<td>“It did not work at first. But when I selected some lines of text and tried again then it worked…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-EX2 Exploration within a single message</td>
<td>C-IN3 Connecting ideas</td>
<td>C-RA2 Defending solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many different ideas/themes presented in one message.</td>
<td>Integrating information from one or more sources – textbooks, articles, personal experience, other posts or peer contribution.</td>
<td>Defending why a problem was solved in a specific manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>T4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Dictionary meaning of ‘solid state’ is… In a past exam paper I found it defined as ‘…’ But I have been taught it as ‘…’”</td>
<td>“As Neel said, now there are laptops with touch screens. See the attached picture. But there is a problem with these laptops. Read this, http://... Therefore, I think…”</td>
<td>“Here is the modified list of steps to print a worksheet with cell borders. I did a small change to the second step of Mahela’s procedure. Because I could not open the Print dialog box by following it as it was.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-EX3 Information exchange</td>
<td>C-IN4 Creating solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal narratives or descriptions (not necessarily regarding personal experiences) or facts (i.e., from sources such websites, articles, programmes, etc.) Adds points but does not systematically defend/justify/develop addition.</td>
<td>Explicit characterization of message as a solution by participant.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“<a href="http://www%E2%80%A6">http://www…</a>.. This online video might help you to understand how to print cell borders.”</td>
<td>“Here is the answer; you can print cell borders like this... Format&gt;Page&gt;Sheet tab&gt;…”</td>
<td>“Here is the answer; you can print cell borders like this... Format&gt;Page&gt;Sheet tab&gt;…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-EX4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author explicitly characterizes message as exploration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[After bringing out some information about bit and byte]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Does that seem about right?”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Am I way off the mark?”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-EX5 Leaping to conclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offers unsupported opinions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“…It’s a mistake.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Cell borders of a worksheet cannot be print.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanation**

- **Examination (C-EX)**
  - Tentative
  - Focused and structured phase of making meaning
  - Decisions are made about integration of ideas

- **Integration (C-IN)**
  - Committed
  - Reducing complexity by constructing a meaningful framework or discovering a contextually specific solution
  - Confirmation or testing phase may be accomplished by direct or vicarious action.

- **Resolution/application (C-RA)**
  - Vicarious application to real world testing solutions
  - Defending solutions
• Resolution of the dilemma or problem

C-RAS
Judging or evaluating and expressing satisfaction

Judgment or evaluation followed by an expression of satisfaction after solving the problem or issue that caused the triggering event.

T1
• "...I understood what ‘solid state’ means. Thanks."

T2, T3, T5
• "...Thanks for the explanation. I got my doubt cleared/ problem solved."

T4
• "...Thanks a lot. I followed your instructions and printed a worksheet with cell borders."
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